
The Escea DF960 gas fireplace builds on 
the international success of its smaller 
counterpart, the DF700, but offers more 
heat, higher efficiency and even more flame. 

With a high heat-output of 7kW and 4 ENERGY 
STAR rating, our DF960 easily and efficiently 
heats a medium-sized room while enjoying the 
ambience of mesmerising flames. The DF960 
can be retrofitted into existing cavities and the 
flue can be dropped down an existing chimney. 
Our Direct Vent Flue technology increases energy 
efficiency, by bringing in air from the outside to 
provide the oxygen to the fire (instead of drawing 
it from inside the room), drafts stay eliminated.

No need for for cavities or even walls to install!

DF 960

“Fabulous Service - Staff delightful and very helpful.  Dealing with the Heater Man was a 
Great Experience I would not hesitate recommending them.”  -Kristine

Testimonial

With large glass area and a minimalist fascia, 
the DF960 grants two times more viewable 
flame than similar sized products. The minimal 
framing which comes in two widths, suits 
classic or contemporary home design and is 
available coloured Titanium Silver; Volcanic 
Black; or Stainless Steel.



DF 960
Installations completed by our team
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Features

Escea indoor fireplaces are all glass-fronted with power 
flueing, so the room air and the firebox air do not mix. 
This not only helps with heat efficiency, it also makes 
them airtight and safe from fumes. Giving you a dry and 
healthy home; with complete peace of mind.

Room Sealed Design
Escea Smart Heat connects your fire to your home 
network and gives you control of your fireplace from your 
smartphone. Whether you’re driving home from work on a 
cold winter’s night, or just relaxing on the couch…the perfect 
temperature is only a swipe away.

Walk Into Warmth

Escea’s Powered Direct Vent Flue uses efficient 
fan technology to heat the room but not the flue. 
The system also allows the flue to run up, down, 
and even horizontally - giving you the design 
flexibility to put your fireplace anywhere.

Design Freedom
This fireplace has Zero Rated clearance which means the 
interior wall stays cool enough to handle most materials. 
There’s no need for expensive fire-rated wall constructions 
and when it comes to the fireplace surround, you have a 
wider range of choices.

Surround Choice


